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IN OUR 84th YEAR

MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

Vol. LXXXIV No. 277

KENNEDY SHOT
John Gregory
Speaker For
Rotary Club

'Three Charged
In Cattle Theft
•
9

•

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, November 22, 1963

Three Murray State College stu- 'dtioah Livestock Company at Smithdents have hem charged with cattle land in Livingston Cotuity
stealing in the court of Judge RobAccording to affidavits in the ofert U Miller Worth of the cattle is fice of Judge Miller the three took
repotted as $1019 80
a truck owned by Dewey Parks,
Eddy T McDermott James W drove to Murray Livestock ComGibson III and Joe Wright. all of pany, loaded the nine head of cattle
Marshall County. have been charged In the truck and sold them at
t cattle Smithland. The truck was then rewith taking nine head
from the Murray Livestock Com- turned to where Mr. Parks had left
pany and selling them at the Pa. it
The cattle were placed In a pen
at the Peduciatt LtvestOck Company
(Cstallaisd us rage 2)

•
Three Trucks
Are Hit By
Vandalism u

Weather
Report
iln dee Preasoret•pe ado ea i
High Yesterday
Low Yesterday
7:15 Today

74"
61'
64

Vanda.Ls caused great damage laat
night to three trucks owned by the
Kentucky Laker 7 a. m 3542 up
Paschall Truck Lines The trucks.
0 1: below dam 302 4 no change.
used for hauling a nd spreading
narkley Dam 302.6 up 0.2 ft.
lime, were rendered Inoperable by
Sunset 4:43, sunrise 6:43.
the vandals
A sharp knife was used to cut the
KENTUCKY. Mostly cloudy and
seats to ribbons in the three trucks. ,
warm Friday with exittered showers
Wires were pulled from the genmainly went. High 66 to 74. Cloudy
erator. battery cable cut, wires puttwith showers and continued warm
ied from the ignition and lights, and
Friday night. Low in 50s Showers
heater hoses cut
likely Saturday and cooler west.
Air was let out of the tires on the
three trucks and gas tank caps were
removed and taken off Brake cables
BAKE SALE
were also severed.
Cecil Paschall. owner of the firm
A bake sale will be held by the
indicated that he did not know who Murray Assembly No 19 Order of
was responsible for the vicious van- the Rainbow for Girls Saturday.
dalism The trucks are International November 23, starting at 8:30 A.m .
trucks and are used to spread lime in front of Diuguld's Store. Cakes,
on farms in the area.
cookies, and brownies will be sold.

*

Robert Rudie Will Appear On
Monday For Violin Concert

Bullet From Assassins
Gun Kills The President
While On Texas Tour

John Gregory of the Texas Gas
Transmission Company, Owensboro,
was the speaker yesterday at the
Murray Rotary Club He was introduced by Richard Tuck who was in
charge of the program.
Mr. Gregory devoted most of his
talk to the production of natural gas
and showed some slides of an off
shore drilling operation_ He explained many of the difficulties encountered in off shore drilling and
of the great pressures involved
He told the Rotarians that ample
Continued on Page 2)

Rifle Found
DALLAS, Tex. ,171V - Police found
a rifle with a telescopic sight, three I
spent shells lying nearby, in an office building after the assassination
of President Kennedy.
The Dallas sheriff's department
identified the rifle as a 7.65 Mauser.
The Italian-made rifle had one shell
in the chamber.
The rifle was found in a staircase
on the 5th floor of the building The
assailant had been in the building
some time and had been eating fried
chicken.

County Man
Passes Away
This Morning
Eighty-three year old Jeff Massey
of Murray Route One died suddenly
this morning at seven o'clock at
his home He was a member of the
First Baptist Church.
John F. Kennedy
The deceased is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Lola Barton Massey; one
daughter, Mrs. Pauline Oglesby of
Warren, Mich.: one son. E'verett
Massey, 221 South Ilth Street. Murray: one sister. Mrs Julie Dunlap
of Hot Springs. Ark.: one halfsister. Mrs. Girdle Forrest of Parts.
Tenn., t w o half-brothers, Charlie
and Roy Ma-ssey of Bruceton. Tenn.;
four grandchildren; two great grand
children.
Funeral services are incomplete
but friends may call at the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home until the
Two Calloway Coulay men have, to reparts. Mr. Cunningham was a
hour of the service.
died as a result ot a two car acci- pawenger in the .1959 four door
dent that occurred Thursday about Mercury driven by Wes Fulton of
6 p.m in front of the home of one Penny that • was reportedly going
of the victims. Homer G. Redford west en the bl-cktop road and
who lived abOtit one-half mile east ',led with the 1953 Ford, two d
of Kirksey. The other victim -was maroon with a white top, driven
Grover Cumaingham Who lived the by Mr. Radford. The extent of the
The Murray Fire Department an- first house east of
the Union Grove injuries of Mr. Fulton has not been
swered two calls last night.
Church of Christ near Penny.
ascertained, but he is a patient at
About miletnight the firemen were
It has not been determined how the Murray Hospital. Fulton is emcalled to the Capitol Theatre where the accident occurred, but according ployed
at the Murray Manufactura motor ARS reported to be on fire
ing Co.
in, the back part of the building.
Only smoke damage was reported.
Kentucky State Trooper StephenThe firemen were called to 1513
son said apparently it was "almost
Sycamore Street last night about
a head-on collision" from the facta
7:45 where a fire was reported to
Indicated at the scene of the accihave °aught in the attic from a
dent. He said however that he had
stove vent pipe. Extensive damage
not contacted other persons who
was repotted in the &WC and some
might have seen or know something
water damage to the kitchen.
of the accident.

Governor Connally Also Hit
As President Is Cut Down

DALLAS (UPI) — President Kennedy and Gov. John H.
Connallly of Texa'; were ert down by an assassin's bullets as
they tow-el oowntowo Pans - in an onen automobile today.
The President. his limp body cradled in the arm. of his
wife, was rushed to Parkland Hospital. The governor also was
taken to Parkland.
At 12:50 p.m.. CST. :listing While House Seci:etsrv
Kildnft was #.-ked whether the Prtipent was dead.
have no word nor " Kilduff rep..
* et.
SPECIAL MASS
iCongrUsthsn Jim Wrirht of Fort Worth said both KenA special mass will be offered for nedy and Connally were seriously wounded but were alive.
Clint Hill, a Secret Service agent assigned to Mr. Kennedy,
President Kennedy at St. Leo's Catholic ('hurch at 7:00 o'clock Satur- said "he's dead," as the President was lifted from the rear of
da) morning.
a White House touring car, the famous "bubbletop" from
Washington. He was rushed to an emergency room in the hosEXCHANGE CLOSES
pital.
NEW YORK age - The New
York Stock Exchange closed operations today after word of the
assassination against President
Kennedy.

enial

*m-

Other White House officials were
in doubt as the corridors of the
hospital erupted in pandemonium.
The incident occurred just east
of a triple underpass facing a park
in downtown Dallas.

Johnson, who now becomes President'of the United States, was in
a car behind the, Kennedy's and
Connallys. He rushed to the hospital and was whisked away by
Secret Eervicernen His whereabouts
were kept secret.
Reporters about five car lengths
Throughout the trip. when Kenbehind the chief executive heard
nedy and Johnson had been in the
what sounded like three bursts of
same motorcade they have ridden
• gunfire.
in separate cars as an obvious security measure. The Kennedys had
up car quickly unlimbered their au(Continued on Page 2)
tomatic rifles.
The bubble top of the president's •
car was down.
Aggots drew their pistols. but the It
Miss Jean Gibbs of Murray Route
damage was done.
One and Mrs. Ruth Jewel of 407 N.
The President was slumped over
12th Street were injured in a three
in the backseat
car collision which occurred on East down. Connally of the car, face
lay on the floor of
Main Street at the Murray Manuthe rear seat.
lecturing Company parking lot inIt was impossible to tell at once
tersection Th
Thursday about 4 Pm- where
Kennedy was hit but bullet
according to the Murray Police Dewounds in Connally.'s chest were
partment.
plainly visible, indicating the gunOthers involved in the accident fire might
possibly have come from
were Donald Berry Hunter. 510 S. an automatic
The 36th birthday celebration of
weapon.
16th Street, driving a 1962 Chevthe Business and Professional WomThere were three loud bursts.
rolet. and Clay Smith of Benton
Dallas motorcycle officers escort- en's Club of Murray was held ThursRoute Three, near Kirksey, driving ing the President
quickly leaped day evening at the Woman's Club
1962
Ford. Fender damage was . from their bikes
a
and raced up a House.
reported by the police on these two givsy hill.
Mrs Lucille Thurman of the procars
At the top of the hill, a man and gram committee presented the traMiss Gibbs was drivine a 1964 woman appeared
to be huddled on ditional birthday cake iced in pink
(Continued on Page 2)
Radford who was 63 years of age Rambler and damage was also re- the ground.
Jim McNeely of the Farmington
ported
on her car.
In the turmoil. it was impossible
was pronounced dead on arrival at'
community died Thursday at the
Two ot h er accidents occurred to determine at once
the Murray Haapital. He had rewhether the
Fuller Morgan Hospital at Mayfield.
sided in the Kirksey correnunityikr4 Thursday. The first at 4 p.m. was Secret Service and Dallas police,reHe was 78 years of age.
(Continued on Page 21
turned the gunfire that struck down
a long time except for a few years
--Kennedy and Connally.
The Thorobred Club will meet
The deceased served as tax com- when he and his family were in
It was also difficult to determine
on Monday Npvember 25 at 6:30 in missioner for Graves County for Detroit. Mich.
immediately whether the First Lady
the ball room of the Student Un- three terms.
GREAT LAKES, Ill. FHTNC1 Cunningham underwent surgery
and Mrs. Connally were injured.
ion Building.
Ned Galloway. 17, son of Mr Taz
(Continued on Page 21
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. LetBoth women were in the car, and Galloway of
Following a turkey dinner Coach
Murray. Ky.. completThe Pershing Rifle Company 03, crouched down over the inert forms
Don .Ehelton will review the past tye McNeely. three daughters, Mrs.
ed Oaste training Oct. 25, at the
t hird regimental champion, will of their husbands as the big car
season and show some fine high- DeIrrion Carraway, Detroit, Mich.,
Naval Training Center. Great Lakes.
Mrs. Jack Boaz. Sedalia, and Mrs.
hold a formal reception from 6:30 raced toward the hospital.
lights.
Ill.
to 745 p.m. on Saturday. November
Mrs. Kennedy was on her knees
Basketball Coach Cal Luther will Slam John.son Jr.. Farmington; one
The nine-week training includes
23. at the Woman's Club House prior on the floor of the rear seat with naval orientation,
outline the prospects for the com- son, Raymond McNeely, Albuquerhistory and orto the Military Bell.
her head toward the President.
ing cage season and members will que, New Mexico; one sister, Mrs.
ganization, seamanship, ordnance
Dress will be formal and the Cadre
Vice President Lyndon B. John- and gunnery, military
then move to the fieldhouse where Margie Anderson, Detroit, Mich.;
drill, physical
of Murray State College will be the son was in a car behind Kennedy's. fitness, first aid and
the 1963-64 squad will be introduced five brothers. Yates McNeely of
survival.
The American Legion Auxiliary guests of honor.
Lynn Grove, Tolbert, Dillard. Eldred
There was no immediate sign that
in an intra-squad game
During the training recruits rewill meet Monday at 6:00 p. m. at
he was hurt. In fact, there was no ceive tests and interviews which
Club members may bring guests and Porter McNeely, all of Farmingthe American Legion Hall for a
ton: ten grandchildren.
DAUGHTER ARRIVES
evidence at all at what might have determine their future assignments
to the meeting.
potluck supper. Each member Is
happened to Johnson since only in the Navy. Upon completing the
Funeral services will be held IM asked to bring two dishes
Mr. and Mrs Bruce Ratteree 'of the President's car and its Secret program they are assigned to
serthe Antioch Church of Christ SatHostesses are Mrs. Ronald Chur- '719 Elm Street announce the ar- Service follow-up
BARN BURNS
car went to the vice schools for technical instrucurday at 2 p.m. with Bro. Harvey chill, Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Mrs. rival
of their adopted daughter Tina hospital.
tion
or
to
ships
and
stations for onElder and Bro. Honry Hargis of- Ruby Denning. Mrs. Lela Shackle- Gaye.
born ot. July 17
A screaling motorcycle escort led the-job training in a Navy rating
The Murray Rescue Squad was ficiating.
ford, Mrs Peter Kuhn, Mrs Bryan
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. the cars there.
specialty.
called out at 1:10 p m today to
Burial will be in the. Antioch Tolley, and Mrs. Ivan Outland.
Elsworth Williams of 803 Main street
The President had landed only
Naval training produces the power
the old Overbey place on the Old cemetery with the Byrn Funeral
The
District
President. Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs Loyd Ratteree of a short time before at
Dallas Love in seapower by supplying qualified
Murray-Concord Road where a to- Home in charge of the arrange- I Mentz ,E. Foster. will be a guest,
Hazel route two. Great grandmo- Field and was driving to the trade personnel to man the
ships. airbacco barn is reported to have burn- ments. Friends may call at the
all members are urged to be thers are Mrs. Verner Edwards and mart to deliver a
lunch speech spon- craft and shore stations of today's
_
_
ed.
funeral home.
pnt for an intereSting program.' Mrs. Ila Bractahaw.
sored by three Dallas organizations. Navy.

wo Countians
Die In Accident

Accidents Are
Reported In
City Thursday

Firemen Answer
Calls Thursday

nniversary
Dinner Held
By ig&pw Club

Jim McNeely
Dies Thursday

Thorobred Club
Will Meet Monday

Ned Galloway Ends
Basic Training

Pershing Rifles
To Hold Reception

t Legion Auxiliary
Will Meet Monday

Do you know a Stradivarius when 0001 Are there any good violins beone? Can you tell a ing made today?
you he
iStrad' from a modern instrument? These and other violinistic ques-Why is a "Strad" one of the most tions that may have been intriguing
valuable of all violins, commanding VVS1 will be answered by Robert
(Continued on Page 2)
a price sometimes as high as 1100.-
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Few Days Left
For Free Test
For Diabetes

(Continued from Page 1)
ING COMPANY. Ina.
(Continued from Page 11
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Consolidation 4 the Murray
West Kentuckian, Januar, Rude, the bnlharn American viol- dicating that cheeks should be made planned to spend the night at Johnhmes-Heraid, October 20, MS, and the
home,
on
here
appears
K e'
he
n
when
inist,
payable to Rothe Josephs for four son
1, 1942.
Mrs Kennedy was not wounded_
°al- Black Angus, Albert Greeu for two
Monday. November 25. at the
White House spokesman reHerefords with horns and to Wil- The
lege Auditonum at 8.00 p.m.
to comment on her condition.
the Editor,
fined
to
I
Letters
g.
(preHerefords.
Rule
Advertnan
program,
three
any
his
for
reject
Troy
Durtng
liam
Vie reserve the ream to
Johnson WILS under heavy guard
not for the best in- nounsed Roo-dee-sal will play on
are
articles/la
°punch,
the
to
out
in
which,
according
items
Later.
"Only a few more days are wet
or Public Voice
ass %Waked from the hospital
In which Kentuckians can take adthree different violins: a &redly-az- we persons McDermott and Chasm and
tore sni our readers.
officials.
Guadagniru. dated arrived at the Paducah Ltvestock by White House
„vantage of the free urine sugar
WALLACE WITME.R CO., 1508 ius. dated 1794. a
President Kennedy was shot, in
.
were
testa being offered by physicians,
Life Bldg., New York., N.Y. 1747. and an American instrument Company and said that they
&
Time
a
Tenn.;
of
ligemphis;
matter
Ave.,
pie
.
lem
amsi
Madison
11w right tem
dated 1963. This will be your op- to pick up checks for Josephs. Green
hospitals, and laboratories in KenStephenson Bldg., Detroit, Islicin
'It was
portunity to test the sensitivity of and Troy. Wright was Lii clan, and
tucky,- Rober, S. Tatett, M. D.,
Kentucky, for trarismissiog isa your listening ear Oan you tell the
bullet right through the head," said
Ziate--ed at the Poet Office, Murray,
Louisville, Chairman of the Kencould not make the trip to pick up
House
Dr George Burkley, White
Second Class Matter.
difference? Wtoch one do you pre- the checks
tucky State Medical Aseociaton's
Ita•clICal
week 20e, per fer? You may prefer the modern
As McDermott and tinition left
Committee, said today.
Diabetes
By Carrier in Murray, per
KenThe shooting occurred as
year, 24.50:
American violin. many do.
hey were arrested timid implicated
In cooperation with the American
mutate 85e. In Calloway and adjoining i'ountles. Per
with Connally
wife,
his
and
nedy
about
much
,
know
Whether you
Wright
Diabetes Association, the KHISIA Is
wnere, $8.00.
Mrs. Connally. were riding in
sponsoring for the thirteenth year
In an anfuhiva Use three Indust- and
maims or not. Ruche's brief comlim"
y is the
I the White House nbubbletop
"The Owtstandusg Civic Asset of a Communit
a Diabetes Detection and Educamentary will entertatn as well as ed that the nausea used were fieousine through a crowd of 250.000 tion We
Integrity cd its Newspaper'
in Kentucky, during
enlighten you For. in addition to LIUOUIS.
downtown Dallas.
in
people
each
VlitUOplaced
violin
g
Miller
which time a concerted effort is beCounty Judge
being an outstandin
television reporter said
Dallas
1963
22,
A
ER
%%hone
$1000
NOVEMB
of
bond.
raconteur
FRIDAY
ing made to find as many as posof the three under
SD. he is a witty
he saw a rifle being withdrawn front
sible of the estimated 15.000 Kenrecitals have won him a hist of each and they were released to apa window on the inns or sixtn iloor
unknowingly have
tuckians who
friends for fine violin music from pear on November 27 at 2.00 p.m.
of an office building shortly after
diaberes.
Carl Marshall, moustant manager
coast to come For example. A usthe
-Nearly 2,000 persoT.” Doctor111ually critical audience of students of the Murray Livestock Company
Kennedy
gulliire.was shot at 12:25 p. m. lett co
of NIMES Mlis so fas- reported the theft of the nine head
Continued, -are now ealding
College
a
at
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2
ely
at
approximat
died
He
By UNITED PRESS INTERNAT
itnefTi.
that
likuen
happier, healthier lit s aa a resuP
by Ms brief remarks
of cattle and said they sere
Richard M. Nixon, cinated
President
Vice
Former
—
alter
DALLAS
of having taken advantage of the
they held the artist backstage
between, 5.00 pm. and 7.00 p.m.
. rnout of the curlargest
me. tu
la-r
illheteb
P.T
free te.sta offered during the twelve
commenting on President Kennedy's record.
his performance for an hour and yesterday The three fictitious names
was
250,000,
about
tour,
nce
Texas
performa
rent
his
previous campaigns."
-His public relations is tremendous, but
a half to exhibit his rare violins and were listed as suspects in the case.
on the streets to greet Kennedy.
"Early detection of diabetes is
to answer the technical questions
In a statement issued by the three
is poor." very important," he said, 'beoatige
•
on acoustics and cominnicUon. And hey said that all three helped lead
control measures are much simpler
official Robert G. (Bob- a few seasons ago in Olthabonis City. the cattle at Murray Livestock Com' WASHINGTONa--- Former Senate
if the disease is discovered early."
violins was pany
his outside business a symposium on rare
with
on
connecti
in
fire
under
by). Baker,
All Kentuckians, even thme who
announced for a Saturday morning
Parents of the three boys were in
it °unitised from Page it
interests:
may have had the test a year ago,
to be held at The Art Center. About court this !writing and signed bonds
int
get
can't
they
taxes:
are urged by Doctor Tillett to take
"I'm in good shape on income
• hundred people were expected. or their
and green holding the 36 candies advantage of the free testa before
Four thousand persons showed up,
there.'
•
which bear the name of a virture the weft Is over, at which time tne
and all the rooms of the Center
congressmen were not enough to take care of the
gloat by the president for each Drive will come to a close.
WASHINGTON'— A union official telling
year.
be covered by the throng
that waitresses in the bunny clubs should
The current president, Mrs. Betty
While Rudie's popularity has been
minimum wage law:
Sue Vinson, blew out the candlea,
((.'ontinued from rage I)
and pay no greatly 'enhanced by his ebuthent
girl
e
attractiv
an
hires
who
-The employer
made the traditional wish for the
stature as an artist
know the differ- personality his
wares does not ask the applicants if they
citab, and named her candle for
rests firmly on his monism' achievefor
them
asks
he
KEY WEST, Fla. tiff — !key do1963-64, "justice".
ence between a manhattan and a martini—
ments A versatile mutacian. he has
for head injuries after being admitPast presidents present who were ers probed 100 feet deep in blueenjoyed a vaned career. He is the
their bust and hip measurements.but
Hospital,
Murray
the
to
ted
•
introduced were Mrs. Lucille Thus- cretn waters northwest of here to-:vet eran of se. eral New York rethis :horning at 12:10
:11All Mrs. Sadie Nell Jones, Mrs. day seeking the fate of an Air Force
prepared by seve- citals, his latest being in October. succumbed
the
of
LITTLE ROCK — From a pastoral letter
farmer
retired
a
He was
Rozella Outland, Mrs. Marjorie Hun, tab. in the 'wreckage of his U2
ng racial intolerance 1967 He has appeared as soloist
ral clergymen and aimed at overcomi
ey community and had been Mrs. Myrtle Wall, and Mrs. a mean, -spy" plane.
Rock: with a score of major orcheetras Kn-ks
Little
of
es
synagogu
Dna=
and
the
for
churches
worker
in
which will be read
He has a faithful
Navy of ncials said divers from the
who is now serving her second year.
congregtettons to ask under leading conductors
Grove Church of Christ and in other
"We appeal to the members of all
T it e year s program committee salvage ship Petrel still had not
appeared in recital from coast to
years
they
79
was
that
He
course
efforts
other
community
their own consciences if there is any
composed of Mrs. Thurman. Mrs. determined whether Capt. Joe G
costa and on internattonal radio
t with what they
of age.
uutiand. Mrs. Hazel Jones., Mrs. - Hyde Jr. 33, onistentrange, Ga, parthemselves can follow and still be consisten
hookups as well as television shows.
include
Radford
Mr
of
Survivors
Hun, and Mrs. Nutter were in char- ; achuted from the plane before it
profess"
including his own long-term series,
Smith
R
J
Mrs.
his daughter.
ge of the program and recognised crashed Wednesday on the way
• Fun With Music' He was twice
her
with
resided
(Laura Lynn , who
finale from a reconrunaeance.
uy the president.
—in 1961 and 1963—invited to apfather; two sisters, Mrs. Grey R
Divers reported that the ejection
During the business session I. repear with the elite of the world's
Mrs.
and
Mich..
Story of Detroit,
port of the successful fund raising seat was not fotuxi with the outer
musicians at the celebrated Casals
brothone
Berm;
Brooks Phillips of
Ledger & Times File
projects of the club was made. Do- wreckage. The seat can be propelled
Festival at Prades. France He spent
er, Tom Radford of Detroit. Mich . nations were made to "Dollars for from the plane by an explosive
RObert Olin Jeffrey, and Dan Shipley the summer of 1956 as a performer.
al.a.s_Jean
Myand
grandchildren, Gail
Detroit" to help finance Kentucky's charge when troubie is imminent. It
for inclusion in the conductor arid narrator at the music three
were Murray students selected this week
ron who are students of Kirke} part on the national B&PW con- might have been activ-ateci on imies and festoval at Aspen, Colorado.
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four.
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1953 edition of
School. and Kimberly, age
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For nes en years Robert Rude
Menem] services will be conducted Helen G. Ire in fund which finances said.
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ter and assistant
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Tucker,;
Hiram
Church
Mrs.
at the linksey Methodist
'Donilel Rhea "tucker, son of Mr. and
the international cenvention.
of the Oklahoma City
ankles at New Mexico conductor
Saturday at 2 p.m with Rev Johnis resting well after breaking both
Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall gave the invoSymphony Orchest Dunne his tenbe
will
son Easley officiating Burial
A &M on a basketcation. Mot> Carolyn Fulton was
A & M College. Young Tucker is attending
ure he appeared as soloist a ith the
in the Goshen cemetery.
welcomed as a new member and
orchestra approximately Ofty times.
ball scholarship.
The survivors of curuingharn are Miss Jane Eickhoff was a guest.
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Machinest
Rule,
W.
Leon
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Mrs. Marjorie Barnett of the Calloway
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praise o
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Coldwater Mothers
Henry Hargis officiating. Burial will
throughout the cetintry. He %MS
be in the Goshen cemetery.
also founder and conductor of the
The Max H. Churchill - Pune:0
Northwestern State College Symp(Continued from Page 11
Hhnle is in charge of the arrangehiany at Alva, Oklahome.
ments for both men and friends
- Robert Rudie was born in New
until the funeral at lath and Poplar when Mrs. Art
yore nay of peeenanameetaan par _ may call there
Lee. net South 13th Street. driving
ems. Has father is a cellist, arid his hour
The two deaths represented the a. 1961 Chevrolet sedan. Collided aith
mother a paurust and vocal coach.
reported by Mrs. Myrtle Cole Thornton, Route
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Quotes From The News
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Legislators To
Have Time To
Review Bills

You Pay Only LOW, SIMPLE INTEREST Rato—
SAVES You MONEY Evorytim•
Your interest is figured only on the outstanding
os'k'.
balance—INTEREST COSTS GO DOWN
r

It's Always a Gorol

Phone 753-5602

307 N. 4th St.

Keys Keel - Office Manager

Navy Divers Probe
For U-2 Pilot

Ten Years Ago Today

critics

Production Credit finances new car purchases for farmers.
You'll WM money if you clack with your local PCA office.
Compare the low interest cost of using the money So, whether
it's • new car, truck, tractor—or other farm production supply
needs. PRODUCTION CREDIT can serve you—PCA is owned
by farmers--for farmer use

Production Credit Assn.

Anniversary

Two...

Get a PCA NEW CAR LOAN—
and SAVE MONEY on INTEREST COST

Accidents...

l'""10.411
\

000

Half Gallon

BUTTERMILK

BUY THE BEST!

John ...

MOTOR
MEDIC

READ THE LEDGER'S
GLAS,SIFIEH ADS

MURRAY LOAN CO
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-
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OIL_
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111.50.0.

'63 CHEVY Impala 4-Door Hardtop
Well equipped, dark red in color, 8,000 miles. Looks
like brand new.

'62 PONTIAC Catalina 4-Door Sedan
Double power, blue and white, Murray ear. Slick
a: a whis1le.

'62 MONZA Coupe
Light yellow, well equipped, one owner local car
She's new as a broom.

'62 NASH Classic 2-Door
Low milage, she's red as a fox and sharp as a brier

'60 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille
All power, air-cauntioned, rose mist in color. Clean
as a pin.

'60 DODGE 4-Door Hardtop..
Double power, solid white. Nice.

.•

'59 OLDS 98 4-Door

All power, air-conditioned, automatic light dimmer, knee dee pi nrubber. It's a Murray car, she's
a powder puff.

'59 CHEVY Nomad Station Wagon
V-8, standard transmission-, she's black as a crow
and sharp as a brier.

'59 MERCURY 2-Door Hardtop
Double power, air-conditioned, solid white, low
milage Murray car. Clean as brand new.

'59 FORD 4-Door
V-8, standard transmission, green & white.

Nice.

'59 STUDEBAKER Lark 4-Door
Tan with white top, six cylinder, standard transmission with overdrive.

'58 MERCURY 4-Door
Well equipped She's sharp as a brier.

'57 PONTIAC 4-Dool- Hardtop
Double power. Slick as a mole.

'57 OLDS 88 4-Door
Grey amid white. She's hot as a pistol.

'57 OLDS Convertible
Fair.

'57 FORD 4-Door
Blue and white. She's sharp.

'57 FORD 4-Door
Black and white, well equipped Clean.

'57 FORD 2-Door Hardtop
Fair The price is right

'57 BUICK '4-D00r Roadmaster
All power and air. She's a goin' Jessie.

- 57 BUICK Special 4-Door
'
Looks and drives perfect.

'56 FORD (2) Station Wagon
Solid blue Nice.

'55 PONTIAC (2) 4-Doors
Fair.

'55 PONTIAC,2-Door
Knee deep

in rubber. Nice.

'55 OLDS S. 88 4-Door
*

'100

BIRD HUNTERS' SPECIAL

*

ECONOLINE VINE _ _ _ _ _ only 5799.95
*

*

SPECIAL

1963 OLDS Demonstrator
3,300 miles, all power and air. New car guarantee.

Get Your

AGRICULTURAL LIME & ERRED STONE

sp.000.

WESTERN MATERIALS flF KENTUCKY

, v.,

.1?

H&W AUTO PARTS

SANDERS-PURDOM
MOTOR SALES
1406 Main Street

Phone

AI:A.1131W is

•

A

•

See A. C. Sanders, Wells Purdom, Jr., or Bennie Jackson

-

753-5315
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Television Schedule
'Channel 5- WLAC-TV
CBS

Channel 8 - WS1X-TV
ABC

Week of Nov. 23—Nov. 29
Daily Monday through Friday
Daily Monday through Friday
01•45 News, Weather, Timetable
545 Farm News
Five Golden Minutes
600 Country Junction
7:00 Country Boy Eddie,
'7:45 Morning News
8:00 Morning News
8:10 Morning Weather
7:55 Morning Weather
8:15 Debbie Drake
8:00 Trimmer Vue
8:30 Cap'n Crook's Crew
8:15 Captain Kangaroo
9:00 Romper Ream
•900 People Are Funny
10:00 Price Is Right
930 I Love Lucy
10:30 Seven Keys
10:00 The McCoys
11:00 Tennesbee Ernie Ford
— ,
10:30 Pete and Gladys
11:30 Father Knows Best
11:00 Love of Life
12:00 General Hospital
11:a5 Roagat Troutt News
12:30 Tennesseans in Town and
11:30 SeaMh For Tomorrow
Week of Nov. 23—Nov. 29
Country
11:45 The Guiding Light
Daily Monday through Friday
1:00 Ann Sothern
-.! 12:00 The World at Noon
1:30 Day In Court
-: 12:05 Old Time Singing Convention 700 Today Show
1:45 News For Women
12:30 As The World Turns
900 Say When
2:00 Queen for a Day
, 1:00 Password
9:25 NW` Morning Report
2:30 Who Do You Trust
01:30 House Party
930 Word for Word
3:00 Trailmaster
' 2:00 To Tell the Truth
10:00 Concentration
4:00 Saperman
2:25 Doug Edwards News
10 30 Missing Links
4:30 Mickey Mouse Club
2:30 Edge of Night
11:00 Your First Impressiop
5:30 131-Rite News
300 The Secret Storm
11:30 Truth or Consequence.
5:40 Weatherscope
3:30 Popeye and Friends
11:55 NBC Day Report
5:45 Ron Cochran with the News
4:00 Big Show
12:00 News, Perm Markets
8:00 The Rifleman
5:30 CBS Evening News
12:16 Pastor Speaks
10:00 Newacope
Saturday, Nov. 23
1210 Romper Room
10:15 Murphy Martin with News
6:00 Operation Alphabet
100 People Will Talk
10:25 Steve Allen Show •
6:30 Sunrise Semester
1:25 NBC News Report
11:30 Five Golden Minutes
' 7:00 Eddie Hill Variety Show
1
1:30 The Doctors
Saturday, Nov. 23
800 Alvin Show
2:00 Loretta Young
7:45 News—Weather
8:36 Tennessee Tuxedo
2.30 You Don't Say
7:55 Ray Massey Reads the Bible
9:00 Quick Draw McGraw
3•00 Match Game
8:00 Saturday's Seniors
. 9:30 Mighty Mouse
3 25 NBC News Report
8:30 Cap'n Crooks Crew
000 Rin Tin Tin
3•30 Make Room for Daddy
9:30 The Jetsons
,. 0-30 Roy Rogers
4:00 Best of Groucho
10:00 Cartoonies
,,a 11:00 Sky King
430 Popeye. ( Mon-Tues -Wed.)
411:30 Popeye
5'00 Amos and Andy, Mon.. Wed 10:30 Beanny and Cecil
11:00 Bugs Bunny
It 12-00 Thirdman
Wed.)
5:00 Ann Sothern Toes,I
11:30 Magic land of Alakazam
- 12:30 Collegiate Kickoff
5:30 Huntley-Brinkley
12:00 My Friend Flicks
' 12-45 NCAA Football
6 -00 News
12:30 American Bandstand
.3:15 Collegiate Football Scoreboard 6 -05 Weather
1:30 Teen Revue
Big Snow
6:10 Sports
'
a1,3.50
200 Championship Bowling
- 4:30 Glynis
Saturday, Nov. 23
3:00 Pre-Olympic Sports
5130 Mr. Ed
7:00 R. F. D.-TV
3:30 AFL Highlights
530 Woods 'N Waters
7:30 Atop the Fence Post
4:00 ABC's Wide World of Sports
6:00 Newebeat
7:56 News
5:313 All Star Wrestling
6:10 Radar Weather
800 Popeye
6a30 Hootenanny
6:15 Football Scoreboard
8:30 Ruff and Reddy
Lawrence Welk
6:30 Jackie Gleason Show
.•
9:00 Hector Heathcote
8:30 Jerry Lewis Show
'7:30 Phil Silvers
9:30 Fireball
10:30 Saturday Color Movie
800 The Defenders
1000 Dennis The Menace
Sunday, Nov. 24
9:00 Gunsmoke
10:30 Fury
0:00 Saturday Night News
8:06 News. Weather
11:00 Sgt. Preston
0:10 Radar Weather
8:10 Raymond Massey Reads the
11:30 Bullwinkle
10:15 Today in Sports
Bible
12:00 Exploring
10:20 Films of the 50's
8:15 Cartoons
1:00 Watch Mr. Wizard
Sunday, Nov. 24
8:30 Gospel Singing Caravan
1:30 Weekend at the Movies
6:00 Operations Alphabet
9:30 Morning Movie
4:00 NFL Pro-highlights
6:30 Sunrise Semester
11.00 The Pioneers
430 Captain Gallant
7-.30 Cartoon Show
11:30 The Christophers
500 Studio Bowling
7:45 Children's Bible Stories
12:00 Onal Roberta
6:00 Porter Waggoner
II:00 Heaven's Jubilee
12:31 Discovery '63
6:30 The Lieutenant
9:00 Little Country Church
1:00 Eye On The tissues
7:30 Joey BishopS how
10:00 Camera Three
Quiz
8110 Saturday Night at the Movies 2:00 Classroom
0.30 Homestead USA
2:30 AFL Football
10:00 Crippled Children Telethon
1:30 Changing Times
5:15 All Pro Scoreboard
Sunday, Nov. 24
11:45 Pro Football Kickoff
5:30 Surfskie Six
1700 NBC Opera
12:00 NFL Football
830 Travels of Jaimie McPheeters
2:00 News Encore
2:30 Va.nds.• Football
7:00 Jane Wyman Presents
3:00 Sunday
31:10 Huddle
7:30 Arrest and Trial
4:00 Wild Kingdom
3:30 Popeye
9700 Laughs For Sale
4:30 College Bowl
4:00 Spelldovrn
9:30 Medic
5:00 Meet The Press
4:30 Amateur Hour
10:00 News Scope
5:30 Accent
5:00 Twentieth Century
10:15 Starlight Theatre
600 Bill Dana Show
530 Death Valley Days
11:15 Raymond Mamey Reads The
630 Wonderful World of Color
6:00 Lamle
Bible
7:30 Grind'
:00 My Favorite Martian
ii:30
8:00 Bonanza
Monday, Nov. 25
Ed Sullivan
9:00 Best on Record
5:00 Huckleberry Hound
8:00 Judy Garland
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
6:30 Outer Limits
9:00 Candid Camera
10.15 Quarterback Club
'7,30 Wagon Train
9:30 What's My Line
10:15 Weekend at the Movies
9:00 The Breaking Point
10:00 Sunday News
Monday. Nov. 25
10:15 Ask The Mayor
Tuesday, Nov. 26
6:30 Monday Night at The Movies
10:30 Million Dollar Movie
5:00 Sea Hunt
8:30 Hollywood and the Stars
Monday, Nov. 25
8:30 Combat
9:00 Sing Along With Mitch
6:00 Neaabeat
7:30 McHale's Navy
10:00 News Picture
6:15 Radar Weather
8:00 Greatest Show on Earth
10:15 Weekend at the Movies
6:20 Today In Sports
9:00 The Fugitive
10:45 Tonight Show
ap:30 To Tell the Truth
—7:09 I've Got A Secret
Wednesday, Nov. 27
Tuesday, Nov. 26
7:30 The Lucy Show
5:00 Yost Bear
610 Mr; Novak
8:00 Danny Thomas Show
0:30 Ozzie and Harriet
7:30 Radar°
830 Andy Griffith Show
7:00 Patty Duke Show
8:00 Richard Boone Show
9:00 Eastside Westside
7:30 Price Is Right
9:00 Andy Williams Show
1000 Big News
8:00 Ben Casey
ii) 00 News Picture
10:15 Radar Weather
_9:00 Charming
10:15 Dragnet
10:20 Todcy In Sports
10:45 Tonight Show
Thursday, Nov. 28
10:25 Chicago Bears
11:25 Lisa Howard—News--Women
Wednesday. Nov. 27
Tuesdays Nov. 26
1:00 Mickey Mouse dub
0.30 The War In Korea
6:00 Newsbeat
1:30 Cowboy Lis The Tiger (Special)
8:30 Fagslonage
9:15 Radar Weather
Football
2:30
9:00 Eleventh Hour
8:20 Today In Sports
5:15 All Pro Schoreboard
10:00 News Picture
":30 Marshall Dillon
5:00 Sea Hunt
10:15 Biography
7:00 Red Skeleton
6:30 The Flintstones
10:45 Tonight Show
8:00 Petticoat Junction
7:00 Donna Reed
8-30 Jack Benny
Thursday. Not. 28
7:30 My Three Sons
9:00 Garry Moore Show
630 Temple Houston
8:00 Jimmy Dean Show
10:00 Big News
7:30 Dr. Kildare
9:00 Cid Ca-sear Show
10:15 Radar Weather .•
8:30 Hazel
9:30 Wanted: Dead or Alive
.0:20 Today In Sports
9:00 Arthur Godfrey's "ThanksgivFriday. Nov. 29
10:25 Million Dollar Movie
ing Show"
5:06 Quick Draw McGraw
Wednesday, Nov. 27
10:00 News Picture
6:30 77 Sunset Strip
0:00 Newsbeat
10:15 Bee Masterson
7:30 Burke's Law
6- 15 Radar Weather
10:45 Tonight Show
8:30 Farmer's Daughter
620 Today In Sports
9:00 The Outlaws
6:30 CBS Report
Friday, Nov. 29
,7.00 WLAC-TV Reports
6:30 International Show-time
7:30 Dobie Gills
7:30 nob Hope Show
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
8:00 Beverly Hillbillies
8:30 Harry's Girls
8:30 Dick Van Dyke
9:00 Jack Paar
at
9:00 Danny Kaye
.0:00 News Picture
10:00 Big News
10:15 M-Squad
10:15 Radar Weather
10:46 Tonight tHsow
a:20 Today In Sports
1,6:25 Million Dollar Movie
Week of Nov. 23—Nov. 29
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owned

1015 Radar Weather
10:20 Today In Sports
1025 Films of the 50's
Friday, Nov. 29
600 Newsbetta
6•13 Radar Weather
6.20 Today In Sports
6 30 Young Peoples Concert
7:30 Route 68
8:30 'Fa-Slight Zone
9-30 Alfred Hitchcock
10.00 131g News
1015 Radar Weather
10:20 Today In Sports
10- 25 Films of the 50's

Channel 6- WPSD-TV
NBC
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Thursday, Nov. 28
Parade
Day
9:00 Thanksgiving
Parade
1100 NFL Football
1:45 Collegiate Kickoff
2:00 NCAA Football
4:45 Collegiate Scoreboard
6:00 Newsbeat
6:15 Radar Weather
6:20 Today In Sparta
1111:30 People Are Funny
7:00 Rawhide
8:00 Perry Mason
9:00 The Nurses
1000 Big News
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Thanksgiving Day Promises Full Fare On TV James Garner
With Parades And Football Games Highlighted Took Gamble
On Future
By JACK GAYER
United Press International
NEW YORK .ups — Thanksgiving
Day provides parade and football
game highlights for network television programming this week.
In addition to college and professional gridiron contests on Thursday. CBS will air the annual ArmyNavy game next Saturday.
The New York Philharmonic
Young People's Concert series makes
Its seasonal debut on CBS.
Highlight deslu
lsayNov. 24-30.
tanid

"CBS Sports Spectacular" has
"Seven Days to Kickoff," illustrating through the Air Force football
team what goes on during a week
of preparation for a Saturday game.
"The Twentieth Century" on CBS
begins a two-part report called 'The
Plots Against Hitler." Four of five
plots will be covered in the first
segment.
Walt Disney's NBC hour has a
filmed animal story called "The
Hound That Thought He was a
Raccoon." A dog and raccoon are
friends because of being raised together. Later the hound protects
the raccoon from a hunting pack.
NBC preempts "Du Pont Show
of the Week" for a one-hour special. -The Best on Record." This will
be a salute to past winners of the
Grammy Award, the recording industry's "Oscar." Thirty-five recording headliners will appear, including Tony Bennett. Peter Nero,
Connie Francis and Steve Lawrence
end Eydie Gorme. to name a few.
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin and
Bing Crosby will be among those
introducing performers.
Monday
NBC's -Monday Night ra the Movies" offers "Singue In the Rain,"
starring Gene Kelly. Debra Reynolds and Donald O'Connor.
In 'Creeps Live Here" on the
CBS "Best Side, West Side" program, a group of semi-recluse tenants face the prospect of losing the
ancient mansion in which they live.

Lewl, Orson :sear and U28 Minnelli elaiaft Suspense Theater' is
preempted.
Friday
The seasonal premier of the New
York Philharmonic Young People's
Concert on CBS will consist of a
salute to teachers under the baton
of Leonard Bernstein. "The Great
Adventure" is preempted.
-The Fif:h Paaenger" is the mysiery-suspense drama on "Chrys1,--. Th ,a t er" for NBC. Mel Ferrer,
Dana Wynter and Leo Geen head
;a , (sat A Sava: agent steals top
rets and atarepts to elude British
intelligence.,
Welterweights Jose Stable and
Gealand Randall are involved in a
10-rounder from New York on
ABC's "Fight of the Week.'
Saturday
CBS televises the Army-Navy
football game from Philadelphia.
"ABC's Wide World of Sports"
The college football clash between covers the Canadian professional
Texas and Texas &&M. will be on football championship Grey Cup
CBS
game, being played in Cancouver.
recent years, vital economic and
artistic unplications.
The "Espeoliags" episode for NBC
is "A Memel to Ride." with British
star Bill Travers plsying an Irish
priest serving in an Arab country
who is asked to support an armed
revolt.
"The Eleventh Hour' on NEC
concludes • the two-parter. "Four
Feet in the Morning," whose first
episode was shown Nov. 21 on the
"Dr. Kildare" series. The problem
involves the pregnancy of an unwed
high school girl.
Thursday
CBS will cover Thanksgiving Day
parades in the cities of New York,
Philadelphia. Detroit and Toronto.
The annual Macy's parade in New
Ydrk will be televised by NBC.
CBS airs a Mariana! Football
League gear between Green Bay
and Detroit at nom.

Perry Mason handles "The Case
of the Fretive Felon" for CBS. Jon
Hall guest-stars as the uncle of a
girl accused of murnering an attorney in a fight Over a bequest
made by a wealthy woman.

Performers on ABC's "Hootenanny" from the University of Pittburgh campus, will include the Tarrata. the Brothers Four. Josh White
and comedian Woody Apen. .

NBC -Saturday Night t,the Mo"The Arthur Godfrey Thanks- vies" screens "Count Your Blessgiving Show" on NBC features Tony ings,' starring Deborah Kerr and
Berulett, Carol Lawrence, Shari Maurice Chiattlier.

"Capt. A. Sanchez" is the play
on "The Richard Boone Show" for
NBC. Boone stars as a poor caner)
,
worker who goes to Tijuana once a
month and poses as a successful sea
captain.

ivies
searner
own,
tion
esiture

Protection Against Future
"A guy likes to protect reeinst
tthe future," he says "You can call
it luck, fate or whatever you went.
But I seem to have made the right
decision. My children ar health", my
wife and I are happy. we live In a
nice house and I make good rnmey.
"It's difficult to say where I am
now in my career. At this rant I
feel I can make a living in this for
the next five or ten years. How
In
good a living depends on
fact, all my life has been luck I'm
35 now and we don't know what I'll
be like when I'm 40 When I'm 40
or 45 I may not be able to play a
leading man."
Whatever happens to Garner in
the future, he does not now regret
his decision to quit that 51.5u0 a
week 'Maverick" job.
•af I had to I could go back to
laying carpets," he concludeo 'But
I felt I could do other thin--s in
movies."

For Your Every

HEATING OIL
Need - Call

New Concord Road
Phone '753-1323

* THANKSGIVING SPECIALS! *.
100 USED TVs. $25.95 UP! We have the largest select'
'
of 'rod usedTVs in this area to choose from. Each 0
carries a guarantee. We install 21-irch picture tube w,'
a ? year guarantee for only $29.95. Service Calls only
$2.5q! Our low overhead warrents us to give you the-e

Nina Foch is guest star in "Leaves
in the Wind" for ABC's "The Greatca Show on Earth." A dying circus
star's last wish is that performers
she has worked with visit her, but
they are mysteriously reluctant to
di, so.
Wednesday
"CBS Reports" offers "The Flight
from Hollywood." a study of the
changing motion picture scene in

-- —
By JOSEPH FINNIGAN
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD Via — James Garner once walked out on television
acting job that paid him $1,500 a
week, risking his career on the hope
that he could became a movie star..
It was a dangerous gamble for
Garner. who was one of Video's biggest flames as co-star of 'Maverick."
Garner surprised his fans a few
years ago whrn he left Warner
Bros.. claiming he was no longer
under contract to that studio, which
produced -Maverick."
Warners insisted Jim still was under „contract. Jim said no. A law
court ruled in Garner's favor.
He was free to work where he
pleased. But getting a job was something else again. There are plenty
of actors areund town and most of
them aren't working.
Garner missed a few pay days.
It was some time before he finally
fought his way into the front ranks
of Hollywood's movie stars.
Faced Lopsided Odds
In the past year Garner has appeered in four pictures. His latest.
"The Americanization of Emily,"
is being a.iot at Metro-Goldwyn Mayer Studio.
Jim's success in picture.s was
achieved in the face of lopsided odds
against hitn Only Gainer and Steve
McQueen have hit the movie big
tar after starring in a television
series. And Garner knows that success, ahether, it's movies or television, can fade fast.
"It was never as true as it is
now." Jim said during lunch at the
MOM commissary. -All you need
is one flop end they say. 'He was a
-flash in the pan.' But I've had a
good percentage. Most of the pictures I've appeared in have made
money."
When he was at Warner Bros.

Garner would L
after the -Maven
son ended earn y•
Since he clecided t
Bros. Garner has
'
movie arid televisioi
He's also invested mone7.
tate that will leap secure h.
against rainy days

low prices.
For Prompt, Honest R-liable Service Call 753-5865
OPEN EVENINGS FOR YOUR ('ONVENIENCE

TV SERVICE CENTER
312 N. 4th Street

Murri Y, K v.

HELLO, THERE—Leo, an organ grinder's monkey. seems to be
getting to know rietiorsh Collins, 2, in Brockton, Mass.

TV CAMEOS: Carl Reiner

A 'Second Banana' Hits Top as Writer
ily ED M1SURELL
TO ADD a new twist to an
old saying — nothing succeeds
like early failure. Take what
happened to Carl Reiner, Producer and writer of CBS-TV's
"The Dick Van Dyke Show."
When Carl graduated from
high school he got a job as a
machinist's helper in a millinery
factory. After one day he knew
he wouldn't be much help to a
machinist and much less to his
machine. So he quit and enrolled in a drama school. Years
later, in 1955 and 1956, he won
two Emmy awards as best supporting actor for his comedy
performing on "The Sid Caesar
Show."
Branching out in 1958 from
his acting career, Carl decided
to write and afar in a comedy
series about a TV scripter and
his trials and tribulations. He
made a pilot film which failed
to sell for two years running.
"They were doing horses and
. guns those seasons," related
Carl the other day in New
York.
•••
IN 1960, executive producer
Sheldon Leonard saw the pilot,
read 12 other scripts written by
Sans toupee, actor-producer-writer Carl Reiner (left) checks
Reiner, and offered to star Carl
a TV comedy script with execu ive producer Sheldon Leonard.
series.
the
In
lead
the
as
"Since it had flopped twice!ing to Carl, he is slackening off was born and educated in public
with me In the lead," said Carl, on the writing end of the Van schools in the Bronx, New
turned down the offer. Then Dyke show. "I want to spend York. F o I ktity4 in g graduation
Sheldon suggested that we get more time with my family. The from high aiftl,drama school, he
Dick Van Dyke, who at that, first season I did 20 of the got a job as second tenor in a
time had made a big hit in 'Bye i scripts." he explained, "the sec- touring company or "The Merry
ond year 22 of the shows, and Widow."
Bye Birdie,' for the role.''
When the show folded Cafl
The result—two years after this year I intend to write sled
was drafted into the Army. He
the show was on the air and [ six or Seven programs.
"I did and do try writing on went to Special Services School,
four years after it was conceiver by Reiner—he was weekends since producing learned French, and was
awarded his third Emmy for , chores keep rae busy during the shipped overseas. In time he
on tat an ding achievement in ' week. In the two 13-week pe- was assigned to a special servriods while we were off the air ices unit and toured in Army
comedy writing.
"Shifting from a full time between seasons, I wrote for revues for a year and a half.
After his discharge in 1946,
acting career to producing and seven days a week from 9 a. m.
writing brought a great change to 5 p. m. I told my wife that he won roles on Broadway in
In my life," said Carl smilingly. it was a heavy investment ,in "Call Me Mister," "Inside
"I don't haee to wear my toupee our time that should pay off U.S.A." and "Alive and Kicking." Spotted by producer Max
well and it has."
any more.
In addition to writing the Liebman, he was signed as a
"Speaking seriously, however,
there hasn't been too much of series, Carl did the script and second banana to TV's Sid
a change. In all the years I played in "The Thrill of It All," Caesar.
On "The Dick Van Dyke
was on the Caesar show, I was a film which starred Doris Day
4nvolved behind the scenes, too. and James Garner. An auto- Show" Carl occasionally writes
We always worked closely with biographical novel, "Enter in parts which he plays himself.
the writers. We spent many Laughing," which Carl wrote in "I do it for the kicks," he said.
hours developing skits and rou- 1958, is currently on Broadway "You don't give up on performing that easily. Once a ham
In a stage version.
tines in daily conferences."
Forty-one-year-old Reiner you always stay ,a ham."
This present season, accordDistributed by King Features Syndicate

CONGRATULATIONS
To The

NORTH SIDE
SHOPPING CENTER

We are pleased to have installed all
Plate Glass and work on the
Mirrors.

Murray Glass Co.
200 East Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
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Copenhaver Home
Scene Of Faith
Doran Circle Meet

Na

'f *SIN
Stephens-Curd Vows To Be Read

Annttal Retreat
Held By College
Church ll'omen
Women of the congregation of the
Calleee Presbyterian Church held
their Annual Retreat in the church
sanctuary Sunday evening. Mrs.
Charles Simons spiritual life chairman for the Women's Association.
arranged the program and served
as organist.
The program "Wheel Within A
Wheel-. opened with soft organ
music and the cid] to worship by
the leader, Miss Redra Senter A
program of talent sentence prayers
closed with a pruyer by the leader.
T h e program included devotional
hymns and a scroxure lesson read
by Mrs Zefte Woods
Others partacipatuig in the meeting were Mrs. Paul Lynn. Mrs. A. 0.
Wilson. Mrs Alfred londsey, Mrs.
Charles Crawford and Mrs. Jack
Belote.
Theo preseritation was highlighted by Christ centered circles over
lapping to form the organized mork
of Presbyterian women, from the
local group through Western Kentucky Presbyterial Society. Kentucky
Synothcal. and the Nattonal organizatton of United Presbyterian women. The colored individual wheels
were centered with pictures of
Chnst to portray the manual forces
at work enthIn each segment of the
organized program.
• • •

The Roth DOI411 Circle of the
Woman's Society of Christian Sirs.P
Ice of the Mal Methodist Chuna
met in the home of Mrs. P. T. Copenhaver 'Nest:lay afternoon at twothirty o'clock.
Mrs. 0. C. Wrather opened with
prayer followed with sentence prayers. Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, chairmen, preided over the hos:mess ses
mon.
DEAR ABBY: I have a 15-year
The program chairman. Mrs. 0. B. old son who sneaks out to smoke.
Groan, g:,ve the devotion from He has toinutted it. But he says
John 41-30 followed by prayer. She he ,doesn't smoke cigarettes; he
introduced Mrs. Lloyd Rimer Who smokes a pipe because it lint the
g av e an interesting program on TOBACCO that causes lung cancer,
'You Are Christ Sent', closing with it's the PAPER. He said has biplogy
Prayer.
teacher proved to the class that
The chairman announced a joint this was true by burning the tobacco
Ohristma_s meeting with Circle I through a filter and then burning
In the social hall for December 'soh the paper through a filter. The tohosteasee.
the officers
bacco filter crune out clear, while
Lovely refreshments were served the paper stained the filter. Is this
Robert
Mesdames
by the hostesses.
true? Thank you.
Garner, Jesse Roane. Halts Dunn,
SMOKER'S MOM
the
to
Copenhaver.
Jeff Parris. and
DEAR MOM: Not I think your
guest,
one
and
twenty-four members
son's biology teacher has been watMrs. Ramer.
ching too many corrunerclals. Or
• • •
your son is hissing "pipe" dreams.
•

•

•

Airs. Joe ',Wilford
Hostess For Meet
Of Coldwater Club

Miller, James R. Anunons, and HebFriday, November 22nd
The Magazine Club will meet at ert 0. Miller.
• • •
the home of Mrs. A. F. Doran at
The Martins Chapel Methodist
2.30 phi. Members note change In
Church WECIS will be hosts to the
meeting date for this month.
• • •
Bethel and Cole's Camp Oround
WEICIS grobps *A the church at 7:4
Saturday, November 23rd
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the p.m.
• • •
First Methodist Church WSCS will
The Alliddialhil Legion Auxiliary
have a rummage sale in Use Amerwill meet at 6 p.m. at the legion
ICall Legion Hail starting at 7 pm.
• • •
Hall for a poduok suPper. Bach
HEABTRD AL": Quit worrying.
The Calloway County Country member Is asked to bring two dishes.
• • •
Worry is the Interest you pay on
Club will have a dance at the club
a loan you'll probably never have to
Tuesday, November ttith
house from 9 p.m. to 1 am. with
make.
The Eva Well Circle of the Memusic by Oliver Hill Members and
• • •
morial Baptist Church WALS Will
their guests are invited.
What's on your mind? For a per• • •
meet at the home of Mrs. Quintal
sonal reply, send a self-addreesed.
Gibson, 1637 West Olive, at 2 p.m.1
• • •
stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365,
The Alpha Department of the
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Woman's Club will have its
Church WomMurray
Baptist
Fast
The
• • •
noon luncheon at the club house an's Missionary Society will have a
For Abby's booklet. "How To Have with Miss Frances Brown, Mes- nession study with Mrs Luther
A Lovely Wedding," send 50 cents to dames G C. Ashcroft, Rebecca De- Dunn in charge at the church at
Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Calif. vine, Suron Jeffrey, and Rolf King 5:30 p.m. A potluck tamper will be
as hostesses.
• • •
served.
• • •
• • •
The Klrirsey School PTA will have
Monday, November .15th
Its -back to school" night program
The Intermediate Girls Auxiliary at 7 p.m. Marvin 0. Wrather will be
of the Firs Ita.ptist Church will the guest speaker.
meet at the church at 3:45 p.m.

Abigail Van Buren

Baker-Friesen frows
To Be Solemnized
On December 14

DF7AR ABBY Has a nuernage
ever worked out when the num was
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Raker of
once married to his second wile's Akron, Ohio, announce the engagesister? That's my problem now. My ment and approaching marriage of
sister and "L" were married for five their oldest daughter, Donna Jane,
Mrs Joe Williford opened her years. She was 22 arid "L" was 23. to Dwayne Bruce Friesen of San
home for the meeting of the Cold- They had two darling children. "L" Francisco, California.
water Homemakers Club helci on caught my sister running around
Wrie bride-elect Is t h e grandFriday afternoon, November lb.
on him and, after giving her several daughter of Mr and Mrs. Charlie
The president, Mrs. Earl Adams chances. he got fed up and divorced Cochran of Lynn Grove and Mr
presided The devotion was given her. His mother is raising the chil- and Mrs. Hubert Baker of Lynnville.
by Mrs Mei Billington.
dren. "L" and I have been seeing Route One
M r s. Herman Darnell discussed each other for three months and.
Mlas Bilker arid Mr. Friesen are
the Annual Day program in October Abby, we are terribly in love and now finishing their duty with the
and especially the speech given by want Of get married. When I told Marine Corp at Camp Pen, CabDr. Viola Hanson on "School Drop- my parents, they hit the ceiling and fornia.
outs"
satd it would never work. My sister
The wedding will be solemnized
The lemon on "Etiquette" was keeps running him down. Abby, he at the Akron Baptist Temple on
sin
I
given by Mrs. Williford.
him.
love
and
I
Ls a fine man
Saturday, December least 'evenMrs. Noble Fuqua, secretary, reed •.:1 and he is 29. Can this marriage t-May o'clock in the evening. Folthe minutes and Mrs. Kenton Bro- work?
lowing the wedding they will be at
•
aeh led the group in a song.
IN LOVE
home In Sem Francisco, California
• • •
Others present were Mrs Van
DEAR IN LOVE: Certainly. But
Burnett Mrs Hill Adams, Mrs. Ken- prepare to choose between "L" and
neth Hopkins and son, Bryant. and your family.
Mrs. Bathe Lawson.
• • •

MISS JOYCE NELL STEPHENS

Avenue North, St. PetersMr and Mrs J C Stephens Sr 4660-41
or their daughter, Joyce Nell, to
burg. Florida announce the engagement
Hazel.
Charles riptun Curd, son of Mr and Mrs. Edward Curd of
Senior High
Petersburg
St
Tad bride-elect was graduated from
Lipscomb College in Nashville. Tenn,
Mrs Paul Sturm. Wood's wn Ave- School and is now attending David
High School and David
Mr. Curd a eradiate of New Concord
nue. was hostess at a luncheon on
in Southern Illinois tinnersity of
enrolled
now
is
local
of
College,
group
•
for
Ltpscomb
noon
Friday
• • •
women who are in the process of Carbondale. Ill.
DEAP. ABBY: My wife and I were
the
of
Chapter
Murray
a
fornung
24 at the
wedding will take place on Sunday. December -,
ft downtown office building yesThe
in
international
an
Sisterhood,
P. E 0.
Church of chnst in St Petersburg. Florida.
terday. We got into a very crowded
eta
Narita
about
numbers
which
organization
elevator. I couldn't get my arm tiP
140.000 women among its members.
to reach my hat. so I Just left it on.
Mrs Robert K Wimmer and Mrs.
When it carne time to get off I was
Pafrom
.
Jr
-ell
Traces
William R.
entertained near the elevator door, so I just
Fortune
Jackie
Mrs.
mempresently
both
ducah, who are
the Satoh Farris Intermediate Girls stepped • out ahead of the others.
bers of P. E. 0. were among the
Auxiliary of the First Baptist Chur- not noticing if I got out ahead of
guests.
ch at her home with a homburger any ladies or not. My wife chewed
The next meeting of the group
held
136
Woodmen Circle Grove
me out all the way on both counts.
supper.
will be December 14. at the home of
The group also studied the leak, saying it was. tame I learned some
A bridal !lamer. given In honor as Thanksgiving dinner at the MurMm. Harry Sparks.
of Wilss'Joyee Stephens, bride-elect ray Woman's Club House with the "Mustard Seed" by Dorothy tireen manners. Well, Abby? If you're goof Charles Tipton Curt, was held grove president. Mrs. Hazel Tutt, Napier with Donna Rogers, rassion ing to stick up for the women again,
please toss this in the waste basket.
Saturday evening, at the Woman's presiding. Opening prayer and grace study chairman, in charge.
STAN
was led by Mrs. Jessie Houston
Others taking part in the el:sousCitib Rowe,
DE.tR STAN: Your letter is going
Roane.
ions were Marilyn Wisehart, PaFollowing the dinner the .sPecila trout Porker. Beverly Paxton. Bee- into the newspaper—not Into the
centerpiece for the table was sent ky Robertson. I:MCI& W.11oughby, waste basket! 'You were RIGHT on
•""m-' W.
nay
ReS.
Wardell
Walker. and
both counts! Common sense always
to Mrs. Xera Robertson in recogia- and Audrey Richardson,
onvong with the hoRM'''''" were Milli non of her 86th birthday. Meal Glenda Pace and Cathy Converse precedes rule-of-thumb etiquette.
and
Edward ClIrd• Robertson has been a member of nre.red
StePnerLs
mother of the groom-Us-be.
Hack)
. icmgms was a new member.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "BIGthe Woodmen Circle for 53 years.
In expressing her appreciation for
Both Mass Stephens and Mrs.
the remembre nce. Mrs Robertson
Curd were presented a cormge of
recalled some pleasant memories of
white carnations.
Woodmen Circle associations of the
A color scheme of pink and white past. mentioning especially two forwas used throughout the decors- mer National Presidents, Mrs. Mary
Wait-that Bulorst
noes The gift table was centered E. LaRocca. and Mrs Dora Alex- ,
with a small pink umbrella on which ander Talley, whom she knew per!ferenet"
was attached mlniature ley of the sonally. She said that during the
.„5.1(1•1"..,
valley sprays tied with tiny pink lifetime of Mrs Talley. she received
bows. A china doll. dressed in pink a personal message from Mrs. Talvoile arid lace, once beloaseng to ley every year on her birthday
the maternal grandmother of the which was the mine of Mrs Tolley'.
Mrs. Robbie Paschall and Mrs.
gronnoto-be. Wild placed beneath the
Loretta Jobs were responsible for
umbrella.
the colorful table decorationslatusch.
An arrangement of pink glads and 'centerpiece.
while mums in a Dresden bowl decMonthly birthday award went to
orated the serving table Flanking Donna Jones and the dour pr-z,e to
Int41$
the flower arrangement were match- Mrs. Paschall.
sweet
ing Dresden candelabra holding
Following the dinner session and
lighted pink tapers.
business, a ritualistic meellng with
Watch and brace et
grove inspection was held. Mrs.
as perfectly matchRenewing the 'operune of the gifts.
Golcits..:Xtird. nest Mate manager.
ed as a kiss. A timesersed by the
were
refreshments
served as inapector.
piece of incomparable 1 7heo eases.
The charter was draped for Mrs.
jewel precision accuraca that
s-e .' wear with pride—always.
Came prizes were awarded to Clyde Spillman, a past state preso
09.75/
alton dent and past national representsMr- Cleo Grogan and Mrs
Haland The door prize was, won by rave, who died last month at her.
home in Bowling Green_ Mrs SpillMrs Robert L'srey.
man and her husband had been1
Approximately 50 guests signed members of the Woodmen Circle
the register. which was kept b Miss over 55 years. Mrs Spillman never
missed a district or state meeting
Mans Farris
as long as her health would permit.
She was known for her delis love,
for Woodmen Curie work.
During the initiation 'ceremony,'
three Junior members. Fay Cole.i
Donna Jones and Joyce 'Hargrove,,
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
were initiated into tn.- adult grove
and given instructions in the work '
The Grove voted to donate 1$25
to. the Crippled Children's Fund. 1
Tel. 753-3181
104 East Maple St.
Plans were made arid committees
appointed for the snaial Christmas
dinner To be held on the second
Thursday in December at the Woolen's Club House.

Mrs. Paul Sturm
Has Luncheon

Sarah Farris GAs
lleets At Home
Of Mrs. Fortune

Bridal Shower For
Miss Stephens Held
At the Club House

Thanksgiving Meet
Held By Woodmen
Circle Grove 126

Read The Ledger's
Ciassilieds

Give her the
exquisite

BULOVA

-Goddess of
Time"

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

•

RYAN'S
Just in time for the Holiday Season, Ryan's
Boiled (7ustard will fill a number of needs for the
festivities.
check at your grocery today or have your route
man deliver it for you.

RYAN MILK COMPANY

•

•

Mrs. Delia Graham, Miss Dule
Graham. and Mrs Christine Sherman have returned hump after an
eight days' motor trip It. points in
Florida. Pointe included in their
itinerary were Omer Silver Springs.
Tampa, Si Petersburg. and Cypreilli
Gardens In St. Petersburg t he.
ladies visited Mrs. Graham's cousin,
Mrs. Alta Dyer,

1

• • •

The Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 9:30 a.m. for
work on Christmas decorations.
Each member is asked to bring her
own materials. Hostesses will be
Meedames Joe Baker Littleton,

TRADE WITH.
Cifc;g)
ammmimm•

'symbol et

PARKER MotORS
PLaze 3-5273

Mtwray, Ky.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
I
•

Girls .4u,xiliary
Hears Study By
Mrs. Gordon Hunter

The Kathleen Jones Girls Auxiliary of the First Baptist Church
met in the hone of Mrs. Velma
Wisehart on Monday evening at
six-thirty o'clock. M r a. Wisehart
and Mrs W C. Adams are counselors.
Mrs. Gordsm Hunter was the guest
teacher for the meeting and taught
the mission study book. -The Big
Difference" by Alta Lee Laxlegren
Mrs. E. C. Jones, GA director, was
present.
Refreelhatents were Beard by Mrs.
Floyd McClure and Miss Marilyn ,
Wisehart to those present. Miss
Debbie Patton was a visitor.
GAs present were Judy Adam,"
Linda Canacly, Glenda Canady,
Vicki Corey, Cynthia Humphreys,
Ramona King. Kathy Lockhart.
Debbie Moody, Gayle Rogers, Donna
Shirley, Nancy Thurman, Martha
Starks. Celia S im m on s, Debbie
Jones and Brenda Kay Pace, the
latter being a new member.

LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
17 WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A NEW OR U$ED

CILE1

SPECIAL!!
Friday and Saturday

Dozen Cake Doughnuts
and Quart of Milk
only 600
BAKERS DOZEN
DOUGHNUT SHOP
('hestnut Street Across from Tabers Body Shop

THANKS
To all my friends and customers who have made the
past eighteen months as manager of the J & S Service
Sintion a pleasant an,)tuccessful operation.
Due to my physical condition it is.necssary for me
to retire from the business. On November 1st, Mr. Walton
'Monk- Stallons succeded me as operator of this service
station.
Having known Mr. Stallons for about 12 years and
having worked with him in another station, I can recommend,him to you as being an honest and efficient service
stati n operator.
jrhe station will continue-to accept all courtesy cards
dperate with the same courtesies as in the pat.
I hope you will give -Monk- the opportunity to continue serving you at the J & S Station with the fine high
qualities of gasoline and motor oils you can buy in this
region.

PERSONALS

Boiled Custard
Murray. Kentucky

Social Calendar

Dear Abby. ..

It's Still Dangerous!

13,617-£SL

9161-E9L

(

FRIDAY — NOVEMBER 22, 196.7

TEE LEDGER 11. TIMES ••• MUSKAT. KENTUCKY
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Thanks again and best wishes to each and every one
of you.
— WILDIE H. ELLIS
thousand-pound spring for use
WOUND UP IN HIS WORK—A
serves as a lectern
In an underground Atlas missile site
Products in Chicago
for Robert Wilson, inspector at Alco
springs.
Heights, L11. The earns plant produces Titan

I.

THE LEDGER

FRIDAY - - NOVEMBER 22, 1963
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ACOSS

1r

1-8trokes
6- Soaks
8-Snatch
13-appellation
of Aeleenaw
13-111••ort
14-Regmiat108
15-Frolic
16-Pooe for
portrait
17-Ox of
Celebes
18-Corded cloth
19-Corn tiaralive ending
20-ito in
it -Tangiest
24-Skidded
26-Nuniber
'27-The urial
30-Grip
33-Symbol used
In writing
35-Urge On
M.Worthless
leaving
38-Water
buffalo
29-Delight
42-Auxiliary
verb
45-Ethiopian
title
46-Fusis
49-Connfort
50-Crilf of
Siamese
currency
ti -Among
52-1.0hengen
heroine
51-Chines•
pagoda
54-Repair
55-Act
56- Sea eagle
57-war god

immune and Heti-

• •

Chapel hietkiodiet
be hoets to tele
i's Camp Ground
the church at 7:4

••

Legion Auxiliary
un. at the Legion
Irk Supper. Each
bring two dishes.
••

wrember 30th
Circle of the Me3turoh WMS vAll
le of Mrs. Quinto
,
t Olive, at 2 p.m.
••

ilet Church, Womaoctety will have a
with Mais Luther
at the church at
uck supper will be
• •

:boo' PTA w01 have
ool" night prove=
. O. Wrather will be
T.

1

Iron

kr, DEF.
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DR MED CAM

Answer to Y•sterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

••••1111.L.

,--

eluding taxes, interest and insurbe examined at the following: City
I ance. Full price $11,750.
FOR SALE
Clerk's Office, City Building, Mur-(
LARGE HOUSE ON AN EXTRA
ray, Kentucky.
large lot at 502 S. 6th Street, has
office
the
at
obtained
be
may
Copier/
FOR "A JOB WELL DONE FEEL- furnace heat, 2 full baths, 2 kitchPLACE YOUR ORDER FOR XMAS of City Clerk located at City BuildLustre.
mg" clean carpets with Blue
ens, only 4 blocks front downtown.
cards now with your name printed, ing, Murray, Kentucky upon payMrs. Howard Hinson and Mrs.
Rent electric shampooer $1. Crass If you're lueking tor a good place to
Alton and daughter visited
wide selection to choose from. The ment of $10.00 for each set. Any
Jimmy
n23c
Furniture.
live and an income let us show you relatives in Hohenwald, Tenn, over
Ledger & lames, phone 753-1916.
unsuccessful bidder, upon returning
one.
this
n25ric
the week end.
such set promptly and in good conNICE 3 BEDROOM MODERN NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK WITH
durum,' Alton spent Saturday night
dition, will be refunded his payment,
room,
living
in
carpet
locatof
land,
wall
acres
to
,
wall
house, with 3,
ha parents. Mr. and Mrs. Herwith
returnso
upon
der
and any non-bid
range, family room, ceramic bert Alton, and sisters, Rit;a and
miles North of Murray on
5
ed
refunded
be
will
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"STRANGE . . ."- Yale's
history Prot Frederick C.
Barghoorn looks none the
worse for wear after his "so
strange and indeed bizarre"
experience of being arrested
as a spy in Russia. He is
shown answering reporters'
questions in New Haven. He
denied any spy activity.
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by Don Sherwood
WE MUST
FLY NOW
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FRONTIER

LIKE YOU, MR.00006E, NE
FATHER OF MY RANCEE is
A GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL.
HE IS IN OUR MINISTRY OF
DEFENSE

TAKE CARE YOUR aUESTS
00 NOT OVER- EXERT. THEY
ARE NOT ACCLIMATED.
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by Charles !IL Schulz

PEANUTS®
iT5 RAVN*61 I CAN'T GO
TO 5,-,NOCL.N THE RAIN
LOITH06.7 we PONCHO!

WHO TOOK

Ake

PONCHO?!

\na
by Ernie BashroWer

NANCY
OH, MISS -WHAT'S YOUR
NAME ?

Hiv‘M--- A NEW
GIRL IN TOWN
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AN' SLATS
JUST A PLACE
TO LAY MY WEARY
CID ISONES,
STRANGER.!
•

SOUNDS LIKE SOME
ANIMAL SCRATCHING )
ON THE POOR! ---t7

rolig

ly cards
,t.
high
in this

'back with Katharine Mason- good leve!-hen'-1 71r1 fird
ItUAT RAS RAPPt:NED
mb Pato Loibelon had who was looking a trifle sur- to help un-" and he
the
around
•Il
reputation
calmed a
telling her about Paul.
Mika in Glenda), Calif., ati• child prised--and introduced her.
with an overpowering eurloosty•
• • •
-Well, of course, anything
and
a
snooper
go,.
precirim-loti•
Pant
DUNNO," said Gorden C:ca:Sip, watched 'goings and comings of can do." she said. "We were all
all the neighbor fainibet and often 59 shocked about Paul-an awnell. "He never wattled la
drooped in nooses. unmake* Ss diago down those placer any tim2
l:MRS what he saw. It seemed An ful thing!"
charatber for Paul to Save wondered
Varallo waited for O'Connor with me." He kept his gazi un
wh•it was inside a Street excavation
and to have clInMeri down it inquis- to explain; O'Connor said noth- the floor.
itively. That was where his holy ing. Varallo looked at him.
"Del you see Paul any I"
wam found hours aft.., his failure to
rt•turn nome had heen reported to O'Connor was staring at Katha- on Saturday, Gordon?"
tcll C. l)vtg•tlie Vic Varallo. who rine absorbedly, looking pleased
Varallo.
knew Paul's habits from personal
The boy shook hi3 hc-.1
e, went meout combing the and delightedly startled at findneighborhood for clues to what ing this in these dusty, plebeian out speaking.
boy.
really happened to the
O'Connor leaned f..iaaaal.
Apparently. Cu was last seen surroundings.
ti
•live. • kitten in his arms .at five
Well, well, thought Varallo, "Did Paul ever say shaai.
pm Varallo ha^ come to the con7
i•lualon Paul sea murdered and amused: and not Charles s type, you about anyboc:y
made to appear the victim of an ac- either. But there war that say• this neighborhood? 1",i I.
'orient after dark An autepry condon t eca
firmed the boy was killed by a blow trig about variety. He explained near where he cid,
an I.
The boy t00%
on the head.
all over again, and Katharine
-said, "Oh, I see. Of course I'll him one trivol.irta7,
CHAPTER 11
fore dropping his eyes .1- • .1
be glad to help."
IT WAS a fairly new school, • In 103, Varallo looked at the glance compound- i
1 with a large playground. Vic miniature desks and resigned merit and fear. Ea sh..:alt
Varallo and Lieutenant O'Con- himself to standing. Katharine head.
nor went into the main build- smiled. "Just • minute, we'll
"You'd been pinyine vvith
ing and immediately felt awk- ' find some human-sized chairs. some, though, the last mar;`i
4
ward.
I if one of you-" There were a or so? What kind of thinga t;:d
Everything, In keeping' with couple in the next room: Varallo he talk about to you'?"
Gordon made a vague res'ur^.
modern thet.ry, was graded in carried them In. O'Connor just
size to the size of the majority stood. watching Katharine fatu- "Gee, I-just things- I dunr.o.
of the inhabitants. Feeling about ously, very obviously approving School, and that."
They '''exchanged imeatlent
nine felt high in comparison to of everything about her.
-Charles!" said Varallo loud- glances. Kids-how did you gat
the desks In an empty classroom they passed. Varallo led ly. 'Were there some questions to them? Katharine said, "Gar.
the way diwn to Where a sign we wanted to ask Miss Mason?" don.' Her ere was level th
O'Connor woke up and gave she was still white-' r
said Principal's Office.
"A dreadful tragedy," said Katharine his best smile. He skin even paler than
the principal, a Mr. Harwell. He took her arm and storred her know about this
to Pam. Tee 07.,
was a portly bald man with a unnecessarily to a chair. "I that harAmed
are
benign expression: he looked think 90. You look like a sensi- cers have to find out how
to punfrom O'Connor to Varallo with ble girl, Mise- -Mason, as well why. They aren't
kg_anyahing. Thee
‘
'aCtant of bewilderment "But I as- ,So 11 going to ask you ish anyone
tinow the truth
confese I can't Imagine whY to keep to yourself everything just want to
interview. Did you see Pam on Satun:ay 7"
little
this
you want to see,his teacher, or about
"No," said Gordon stolidly.
-It was on Saturday that is-" O.K.?"
"Are you sure? They'll find
"Why-all right_ But why-"
"We haven't aline figured out
lying, ,you know.*
just how it happened," said She drew back from him a little, out If you're
Gordon smiled nervously. "1
O'Connor noncommittally."We'd from the very masculine aura
honest." And he
like to, if we can. And it could that surrounded him. Varallo dint see him,
gave O'Conbe that some of the boy's watched, interested-it was the raised his head and
limpid too::
friends Can tell us something. first time he'd seen O'Connor nor a clear direct
from his dark eyes.
Berry to disrupt your routine in action.
"All right-you can go hae!c
"Fine." O'Connor beamed at
here. but-"
her. "Now, let's see-" He drew to class." Katharine looked at
"Oh, of course, any cooperaup his own chair close. "School them and shrugged as he tvem
Uon we can give--but 1 don't-"
just started a couple of weeks out in a hurry. "We don't seem
"Well, you see," said Varallo, back, didn't it?"
to be getting much, do we?"
"sometimes kids this age get a
O'Connor smiled fondly at
"Three weeks, yes."
;Antic nervous and shy with po"Mmh. This Is the first year her for the "we."
lice officers, lie to cover up lit- you had Paul Brandon in your
They had seen six boys who,
Ue things. And probahly the class?"
by what the father and Katharteacher would spot that where
"Yes, It was. I liked hint, a ine said, had been Paul's close.tt
we might not"
pala. Two of them, Pat Emmett
nice boy, and"Oh, well, of course weowant
"Ye. Did be talk much to and Kevin Crandall, had seea
to cooperate-" Mr. Harwell you? I mean, about things him on Saturday morning still looked a little puzzled. He other than schoolwork and so they'd all been down at the civa
swimming pool-but not anal
opened the office door. "Miss on?"
Edwards, look up Paul Bran"I don't know-It's no near lunch. They sounded as if th..-y
don's record, will you-whose the beginning of the semester. were telling the truth. Who
class was he in?"
I hadn't really got to know him could say about the other four?
They were self-conscious,
"It was Miss Mason's, Mr. very well yet-any of them.
But I don't remember that he'd questioned by big-as-life policeHarwell -Katharine-Mason."
"It you'll just wait here a ever said much of anything to men like on TV. they wriggled
Raiment, gentlemen-" Mr. Har- me-except about his school- and stammered. Well, gee, Paul
work. I don't understand--hat just talked a bout ordinary
well trotted out of the office.
things. No, sir, I never heor,1
"Use an empty classroom," do you mean?"
"You just remember yo▪ ur him say- No, sir, e-never i..
said Varallo. "More informal atmosphere. Kids can be tricky to promise now and don't repeat him all day Saturday- No, Sit,
handle." O'Connor, agreed. Anti this," said O'Connor, "but then I durum what you mean.
presently Mr. Harwell came I know you won't, you're a (To Bs Continued Tomorrow)

Den I' Pack 3'7 of the Cub Scouts
of Robertson School met in the
home of the den mother, Mrs. Richard Armstrong, November 19.
The pledge to the flag was led
by Denner David Morris. The Cub
Scout promise and law of the pack
'was repeated by the den.
Assistant Delmer Andy Armstrong
showed the den how to make two
knots in ropes.
The Den worked, on the skit for
the Peek meeting which is held on
the fourth Tuesday of each month.
Keeper of the Buckskin
Stanley Scott

NELL,YOU. CAN BUNK WITH MY
DAUGHTER SUE, LITTLE
OLD LADY. AND PROM
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-N4BowlingHigh School Champions Will Be
Decided In Play During Weekend

Vanderbilt Is
Pick To Win
Saturday

Murray Merchant's League
.,Ilege Barber
1.2le
Bone Wry
31
17
By DUREN CHEEK
Collegiate
27a 20'.,
by United Press International
tun Lafayette in e e t i zi g Caldwell be favored to capture the state tale in which they held the phenomenal
l'nited Pee International
26
23
tig
C
,
Lnurit
hy
t. at Princeton, both games Thanksgiving night on Stoll Field Herbie Phelps scoreless for the only
NASHVILLE lel
Vanderbilt is eaperior
everything
If
goes
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Tsylor
its
'
Motors
26
22
a touchdoen tay °rue to sin its first
t Lerin et Lei
: - e in his high school career.
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Kentucky
Popcorn
to
Racket
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.
22
36
In Class A, Paris will play at
It shapes up as a test of Lafayetfootball game of the season Satursemifinals
'
otteill
Jahneeres
Grecery
this
27
21
weekend. Ft . i h
Paris will depend on an aerial
day when it meets George WashingFriday night Crittenden Le's ant ck, len by halfback Talmo'
19
Tham.s Highlands will meet Lex- C oun t y at Shelbyville Saturday Borg. against a stout Caldwell Coun- atack against Lynch, and it had
29
ton University of the Southern Con- Murray Hm. & Auto
Merray State College sill end its
Ledger & Times
foto:ale the fteeers are 5-4 in ference.
,nsiton
I ifayette for the state Class n.giieth.:y
19
29
i
Defeese anchcred by guard Kerry better be a good one The Grey',bell seas on against Western all games and 3-3 in the OVC.
18
^ a title and Shelbyville will play
30
h ands' 32-37 victory over Elkhorn
Kickoff for the intersectioaal con- Murree' Wheleaal•
Curling' and tackle Tom Atwood.
Nothing New
Kentucky at Bowling Green SeturTop Ten
Beating the Whopper, however, eat is 1:30 p.m. CST.
Lynch for the Class A crown on
City in the Class A Region III title
Statistics Vital
Reaching the semifinal round is I
and
Bobby
dey.
the Racers trust win to would be a monumental task. They
Wale
179 Thanksgiving Day
no novelty for Highlands or Lynch.1 Crittenden County. like Cumber- game hints they'll have trouble
The -game is the next to the last
neve a maning season both merall ere being hailee by 'everyone as the of the'season
177
On the other hand, if everything They've done it every' year since land.'gained the semifinals by the Mg the running of Lynch fullback
for Vandy. and coach Jerry ,Tort •
Cunference
Jim Ellis
bet Western team in history, have Jack Green hopes the
and in the Ohio Valley
le7 had gone the way it was supposed the playoffs started, but each had; statistic- route. outfiguring Murray Lowell Flanary.
date will be
eournled a record of 8-0-1. have lucky. The Commodores' last win Jimmy ROille
176 te go up to new, Shelbyville would- more trouble doing it this season , in the course of a 14-14 tie.
Paris is built around halfback
sailed through their OVC schedule .vas a 20-0 deceseon over
173 n't even be in the seraifinal round ,han ever before.
Tulane in Hub Dunn
Bibby Markham, who gamed 137
George Hodge
Oroost withcut chillenge, and will the next to the last game of
173 and neither would at least four
Highlands, in fact, suffered two, Shc•byvi.le has what appears to
the
1, Vernon Riley
probable be united to play: in the 1912 season.
172 -if the other contenders -- Caldwell defeats -- one by Lafayette and one be a mediocre 8-5 record --- but the yards in 29 carries and made 12
Tangerine Bowl if they win Satur171 count y. Cra t end en Counts, Cum- by Campbell County The latter is. five defeats were at the hands of defensive tackles against Elkhorn
Veatierbiles best efforts so far Bin Wyatt
City.
•
day
171 berland and Paris
hive been tied against Kentucky 'Stephen Curry
the only game the Bluebirds have Class AA opponents, and the Red
As if this were not enough tn
170
One state championship game is lost in olees AA Region II C0111- Devils are unbeaten in their eight
e-01 .in Tulane 10-10). but Green 1. J Hendon
Lynch won state titles In 1969
:heir flavor. Murray appears to be has repeatedly scrambled his perHigh Team 3 Games
•,
scheduled for tonight. when Jef- petition since it began five years, Class A games.
and 1960, lost to Murray in the
the nudst of a Omni) The Racers -Lomel in hopes of coming up with Superior
2f e5 408-2973 ferson County champion Waggener ego.
That Includes a regional final 1961 title game and to Versailles in
College Barb
ha.e lest two straight games to t winning outatanition
:1539 288-2927 end Louisville City kingpin Male
Even so. Highlands is favored to victory' over Old Kentucky
Home, last year's championship tilt.
Middle Tennessee a nd Northeast
Sophomore Dit Yid Wailer this Murray Hnc & Auto 2347 551-2902 High match unbeaten, untied rec, win tonight over a Cumberland
Odlesourt arid in the latter game 'Leek was promote a to No. 1 quarterHigh Team Game
refs far the state Class AAA thrine team that took a 32-7 trounehing
ndraed in their worst performance aick tor his delibtren
873 136-1009
in its opener from RichmorMadiPeirerounds Stadium
field general- Superior
Be EDWARD J. elelitLE
,f the year. according to Coach Don .rep aeninst Tulane. He engineered Collegiate
903 99-1002
Male is favored, partly because son, then won eight gar s and tied
United Press Internetionel
eeee
897 96- 993 no county team has won the Triple- two.
toe longest march of the season and College Bar
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Of even more concqn to the Mur- ran for the touchdown which tied
High Ind. 3 Games
A troohy since the playoffs began
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Jones, J
610 51-661 in 1959 Valley came within a single
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ith Jenkins in the Region IV
a seation, the steriers body of. Wake . Reccr runn:ng game In their last
Wade,
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48-631
point last year, however. and tray find-s. but the Redskins
MI Guepe Jr ..son of the former
got the
Forest College marched• on thrteloot- three outings they have netted only
572 63-635
Vanderbilt coach and one of the Hargrove. T
insider Waggener t he strongest et-amnia
'
, berth because they piled
coactes home — cheered nun to 18 yards on the ground-15 against
Ind.
High
Game
football team ever produced by a up a statesucal superiority in th,.
eest blockers on the team probably
the echo and gave him a scroll Arkansas State. -19 against Meddle
'244 17-361 1. fferson County school.
see action at both right and Jones. J
game.
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Tennessee. and 22 against Northeast :eft halfback. Guepe's
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in the world.
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Jack lvice Holland a-ho have procame back to beat South Carelina,
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teuchdowns.
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Coach Of Week
Wins First In
18 Games

•

See and Drive The

1964 PONTIAC

at Latimers New and Used Cars
'61 CHEVY
62 FORD

•

'60 CHEVY

MSC Opens Cage
Season In Less
Than Two Weeks

pe,. ., ,.•, Bulk

'60 CHEVY

'62 CHEVY

'58 CHEVY Impala

'61 CHEVY

'57 PONTIAC

Ralph Latimer
Motor Sales
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BAR -AIR-VAC

MURRAY Drivel!'Theatre'
-
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FREE SUNDAY NIT[ ONLY!
LIFE-SIZE CUTOUT,of ELVIS
Register at our Snarl( Bar Sunday Nite

COMING SOON TO A MURRAY THEATRE . . .
* GIDGET GOES TO ROME
* FOLLOW THE BOYS

* Elvis in FUN IN ACAPULCO

—

To be Given to Lucky Ticket Holders at end of
first complete show Saturday. Get your Free
Ticket at the boxoffice Saturday.
sUNDAY

* BEACH PARTY

t#

CARTOON

- sr,
•*

— 7 FREE PUPPIES SATURDAY

Apt

As your hair is cut a vacuum whisks it away
forever and prevents it from falling down
your neck.

.rra. ewer.

tit

WoRierfil

Fraley Combines
Wins And Poetry

No More Loose, Itchy Hair
:
No Hair On Face
Clean,-Quick

thrum

1VEDNESDAY

I tell you, chum...laughS it is!

FRaNK Solana
ComE Bow YouR Hof
[fiiIr8

COBB PCON PUSH-STJO'

By OSCAR FRALEY
4ledo. Cincinnati over Miami, Ohio
United Press International
University over Marshall, Dayton
NEW YORK ,tiPt — Fraley's follies t Over ,Kent State and Xavier over
and the weekend football "winners't Bowling Green
--eking with a bit of homemade!
The West
poetry. yet.
USC over UCLA — Hope they •
Game of the Week
this off-course betting
Michigan State over Illinois -Stanford over California -- Beats
State is a six-point favorite and gets beme trampled in race track setan edge defensively. With a Rase tings
Bowl berth in thelialance, a hardWashington over Washington
timed defensive unit should be able State — Go to the track and you
to move them all the way to Pasa- are in trouble.
dena.
Oregon over Oregon State — A
The East
tout knocks you off the daily douPitt over Penn State — Cassius ble.
Clay is a mouthy fellow.
• Also: Air Force over Colorado
Princeton over Dartmouth—Hint- Oolorarti State over Brigham Young,,
ing Sonny may be somewhat yel- San Jose State over Pacific and
low.
Utah State over Utah.
Yale over Harvard--Yon Cassius
The South
is sure to be clipped.
Miami over Florida — I wish, and"
Columbia over Rutgers — some- wish, and always wish.
where twist the cup and lip.
Duke over North Carolina — Tao
Also: Brown over Colgate. Bogie() golf had been my favorite dish.
College over Boston University, LehKentucky over Tennessee — I
igh over Lafayette, Delaware over try to be a Palmer, Arnie.
Bucknell and Holy Cross over Oon-.
LStI over
in
T
s ulaneInstead of
army.
neeticut.
•
private
his
The Midwest
Also: Auburn over Florida Stat.
Michigan over Ohio State —Base- North Carolina State over Wake
ball folks are quite amusing.
Forel, Clemson over South CaroOklahoma over Nebraska -- Fir- lina, Maryland over Virginia. VanIng the manager LS some confuting. derbilt over George Washington and
Iowa over Notre Dame -- You West Virginia over Furman.
r'ant even win with Evil Eye Finkel.
The Southwest
Indiana over Purdue — If you
TCU over Rice — If this OA VS!'
don't have stars who really twinkle. Is
Also: Minnesota over Wisoonsige
Baylor
over EMU — You'll see
low
Oklahoma State over Kansas State, with affection.
Wichita over Idaho State, Iowa
Arkanias over Texas Tech—Whet,
State over Drake, Detroit over To- you have lost all your dough

7

MOTHERS .. .
Just drop your children by while Y•ou go shopping
with the new Bar-Air -Vac you won't have
to
bathe them after each haircut.

LARGE PARKING AREA
Drive in to our lot behind the building, from
Main or North 15th Street.

FOUR EXPERIENCED BARBERS
• DON KELL '

• FRED GARLAND

• BILL PAGE

• GUY SPANN

All This, And Much More at
Murray's•Most Modern

West Side Barber Shop
104 No. 15th Street
Phone 753-4406

•

